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ABSTRACT This paper presents a new multilevel inverter topology with reduced active switches and total

standing voltage. The proposed topology can generate a high number of voltage levels in the symmetric con-

figuration. This topology intuitively generates positive and negative cycles without an additional H-bridge

unit, which considerably reduces the total standing voltage of the inverter. A cascaded structure is developed

from the proposed topology to create higher voltage levels. To show the novelty of the proposed topology,

a thorough comparison between the available and the proposed topologies in terms of the number of switches,

standing voltages, and dc-sources is presented. Furthermore, the power loss analysis is carried out for various

load values. The feasibility of the proposed nine-level inverter is verified with simulation and experimental

results.

INDEX TERMS Multilevel inverter, inverter, blocking voltage, cascaded structure, reduced power

components.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multilevel inverters (MLIs) have gained a significant role

in various applications and systems including renewable

energies, active filters, flexible ac transmission system

(FACTS), high-voltage dc-system (HVDC), motor drive sys-

tem and electric vehicles [1]. General speaking, the MLIs

are classified into three primarily topologies, namely, neutral

point clamped (NPC), flying capacitor (FC) and cascaded

H-bridge (CHB). Among these topologies, CHB is the most

attractive solution due to its simple structure, modularity and

easy to control. The other twoMLIs, i.e., NPC and FC, require

excess clamping diodes and floating capacitors to attain a

high number of voltage levels [2], [3]. In CHB, the output

voltage levels are generated based on the number of the
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cascaded units as well as the magnitude of dc-voltage sources

in each unit.

The structural configurations MLI can be either symmetri-

cal configuration where the dc-sources have value, or asym-

metric configuration. In [4], a symmetric topology which

consists of seven switches and a single diode is proposed

for generating seven output voltage levels. However, the total

standing voltage is high due to utilization of H-bridge.

Another 7L topology is proposed in [5] which requires more

bidirectional switches and components in the circuit. In [6],

a 9L sub-MLI, which consists of four isolated dc-sources

and ten switches is proposed. This sub-MLI is connected

in cascade to increase the voltage levels generation; each

cell has same number of isolated dc-sources with different

values. In this case, individual sub-MLI works as a symmetric

topology and whole cascaded structure works as an asym-

metric topology. In [7], [8], the sub-MLI is extended with n

number of dc-sources for any number of output voltage levels,
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but the standing voltage of the inverter switches significantly

increases as the number of voltage levels increases. In [9],

the basic unit consists of three dc-sources and five switches;

another single dc-source unit is connected to generate all

possible voltage levels. The basic unit presented in [10] con-

sists of three dc-sources, four unidirectional switches and

two bidirectional switches for eight positive voltage levels

generation. The series connected of dc-sources are connected

to generate the symmetric output voltage with reduced switch

count is presented in [11]. However, the topologies developed

in [9]–[11] use the H-bridge inverter as a polarity changer at

the output terminal. The dc-sources are replaced with dc-link

capacitors and extended for higher number of voltage levels.

Several algorithms are presented to determine the magni-

tude of dc-sources in each unit, this unequal dc-source value

results as uneven voltage stress and uneven power distribution

on the switches. To reduce the standing voltage, the cascaded

structure is discussed in [12], [13]. As presented in [14], the

topology generates 9L voltage output with two asymmet-

ric dc-sources using the additive and subtractive methods.

The trinary geometric progression of dc-source value is pro-

posed [14]. However, this topology needs multiple voltage

rating of switches and higher voltage stress on the H-bridge

inverter switches. In [15], authors proposed a new topology

to generate 13L voltage output with four dc-sources and

ten switches in each module. In [16]–[18], a novel MLI is

presented with modified H-bridge and several dc-sources to

increase the output voltage levels and reduce the number of

high-voltage switches.

Although these topologies use reduced number of gate

driver circuit, the bidirectional switches increase the switch

count and size of the inverter. Another attempt is made to

reduce the standing voltage of the inverter with modular

based topologies which has advantage of inherent polar-

ity changer [19], [20]. The ST-type topology uses twelve

switches to generate 17L output voltage, the magnitude

of dc-sources is selected in trinary progression method.

Although, these topologies generate high number of voltage

levels with a lower number of dc-sources, still the number of

power switches is relatively high [19]. In [20], each module

generates 9L and 17L voltage outputs with four dc-sources

and ten switches in symmetric and asymmetric methods.

Another topology with ten switches to generate 17L is pro-

posed in [21]. In this asymmetric configuration of dc-sources

are used but the maximum voltage stress on the switches

is high.

This paper presents a new h-type topology which is config-

ured in both symmetric and asymmetricmethod. Compared to

the existing topologies, the proposed topology is developed to

• generate higher number of output voltage levels with

reduced switch counts,

• have lower total standing voltage on switch,

• have a smaller number of high-voltage switch for any

voltage levels generation,

• have a smaller number of ON state switches which

reduces the power loss of the inverter, and

• have a smaller number of dc-source.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces the

proposed topology and discussed the construction. Section III

presents the extended structure of proposed h-topology and

discusses the various mode of operation for 9L generation

with mathematical expression. To generate the higher number

of voltage levels, the cascaded structure of proposed h-type

topology is presented in Section IV with various mathemati-

cal expression to determine the magnitude of dc-source, total

standing voltage (TSV) etc., To show the effectiveness of the

proposed topology in the reduction of the components and

voltage stress on switches, section V compares it with other

recent topologies. In section VI, the generalized power loss

analysis equations are given and in section VII the simulation

and experimental results with different dynamic responses are

given with power loss comparison for different load power.

Finally, the conclusion of proposed h-type topology with

important findings of this article is given in Section VIII.

FIGURE 1. Proposed h-type topology generating 5L.

TABLE 1. Different switching sequence for proposed h-type topology.

II. PROPOSED BASIC UNIT OF h-TOPOLOGY

The proposed h-type topology consists of two dc-sources

or capacitors i.e., (V1, V1) and two switches (S11, S
′
11) as

shown in Fig. 1. The switch S11 is connected in the midpoint

of the two dc-sources and devises with output voltage V1
and 2V1. The topology shown in Fig. 1 can synthesis 5L

output voltage, namely, 0, ±Vdc and ±2Vdc according to

the switching sequence given in Table 1 where ‘1′ repre-

sents turn on and ‘0′ represents the turn off the switches.

Note that the switching combinations (P, P′), (S11, S
′
11) and

(P11, P
′
11) should turn on in complementary manner to avoid

failing short circuit between the dc-sources and switches in

all instants. It is worth stressing that the proposed topol-

ogy can generate all possible odd and even voltage levels

without adding a full bridge inverter in the output circuit.

Furthermore, the switches (S11, S
′
11) involve in the h-cell and

the switch P′
11 withstand half of the input voltage 2Vdc and

other switches (P, P′, P11) withstand equal value of the input

voltage 2Vdc. As a result, the TSV has become Σsv = 10Vdc.
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FIGURE 2. Generalized structure of extended h-type topology.

FIGURE 3. Various mode operations for the proposed 9L inverter.

The generalized structure of proposed h-type topology with

six switches and two dc-sources with equal magnitude (Vdc)

is shown Fig. 2.

In the following section, the extended topology of the

proposed h-type topology is developed to mainly generate

more levels with reduced number of switches and TSV.

III. EXTENDED UNIT OF h-TYPE TOPOLOGY

In order to further increase the output voltage levels,

an extended unit of h-type topology shown in Fig. 2 with

n number of series connected h-cell where n is an integer

number can be designed to obtain 4n + 1 number of levels.

The extended structure allows producing any possible values

of minimum step voltage by using a small number of h-cells.

Using the same value for all the dc-sources such that V1i =

Vdc ∀i = 1, · · · , n, implies that

Vo,max = 2nVdc (1)

where Vo,max denots the maximum output voltage. For exam-

ple, a 9L voltage generation, represented in Fig. 3, consists

of two series connected h-cells (n = 2) which implies that

TABLE 2. Different switching state of extended H-Type topology.

Vo,max = 4Vdc. According to this, mode of operation is

explained for 9L inverter with corresponding current flowing

paths. Table 2 displays the different switching combination

VOLUME 8, 2020 168943
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for any number of levels (NL) generated by an extended h-

type topology with n series connected h-cells.

It is observed that the number of switches (NSW ) and the

number of the gate driver circuit (NGD) for the proposed

extended unit of h-type topology with n series connected h-

cells are given as NSW = NG = 4n+2, respectively. Accord-

ing to the isolated dc-sources present in each cell, the voltage

levels are generated by the proposed topology can be calcu-

lated as Nsource = 2n . Based on the conducting switches and

the voltage drop of the individual switches, the number of

on state switches is estimated as NOS = 2n + 1 . Maximum

standing voltage of each switch decides the rating of the

corresponding of switch and the total standing voltage of the

extended topology is obtained with addition of maximum

standing voltage of the individual switches. The standing

voltages of the following switches P1,P
′
1,P1i,P

′
1i, S1i, S

′
1i

are, respectively, represented by Vp1Vp′
1
,Vp1iVp′

1i
Vs1i ,Vs′1i

for

i = 1, · · · n. This implies that

Σ sv = Vp1 + Vp′
1
+

n
∑

i=1

(

Vp1i + Vp′
1i

+ Vs1i + Vs′1i

)

(2)

where Σsv denotes TVS. The switches P, P′ withstand the

maximum voltage as 2Vdc for any generated level and the

switch P1(n−1) is alone withstand the highest standing volt-

age of the inverter as 4Vdc. It is worth mentioning that the

alternate switch series withstand equal voltage and the lower

switches withstand lesser voltage than the upper switches. For

example, the switch P21 withstand 2Vdc but the switch P′
21

withstand Vdc and other switch voltages are measured as

VS1n = VS ′1n′ = VP′12n = Vdc

VP = VP′ = Vp12n = 2Vdc

VP′′1(2n−1) = 3Vdc,VP1(2n−1) = 4Vdc

TVS = (7n+ 4)Vdc = (NL + 3 (n+ 1))Vdc

The following section presents the proposed cascaded struc-

ture of h-type inverter.

IV. PROPOSED CASCADED STRUCTURE OF

h-TYPE INVERTER

The requirement of obtaining high number of levels requires

more series connected h-cell in the proposed extended unit

of h-type topology. As a result, greater number of symmetric

dc-sources and power semiconductor devices are needed in

which the TSV increases proportionally. To avoid this, a new

cascaded structure shown in Fig. 4 is developedwith cascaded

k number of extended unit of h-type inverter where unit j uses

nj number of h-cell with 2nj number of dc-capacitors for j =

1, · · · , k . It implies that NDC = 2
∑k

j=1 nj.

The maximum output voltage of the cascaded structure is

deduced as

Vo,max =

k
∑

j=1

Voj,max (3)

FIGURE 4. Cascaded Structure of proposed h-type topology.

where Voj,max denotes the maximum output voltage for unit j.

If each unit has the same number h-cell, i.e., nj = n, then

NDC = NCap = 2kn

NSW = NGD = k (4n+ 2)

NSourse = kn

NOS = k (2n+ 1) .

A. DETERMINATION OF MAGNITUDE OF dc-SOURCES

It is of importance to note that the increasing number of out-

put voltage levels is a great feature of the proposed topology.

The number of dc-sources (NDC ) and their magnitude play

crucial role in this feature. Therefore, the magnitude of each

dc-source has toe be calculated which may increase the num-

ber voltage levels and reduce the number power components

and dc-sources. In order to generate desired voltage levels,

two design methods can be considered.

Method 1 (Uniform dc-Sources): The dc-source values

of the n series h-cell for all k cascaded units are uniform

(have the same value) such that Vji = Vdc in in Fig. 4 for

all j = 1, · · · , k for all i = 1, · · · , n. In this case, each unit

generate the same voltage magnitude, hence proposed works

in symmetric configuration and the output voltage levels

is determined as follows. Using (1) and (3), the maximum

output of the circuit is obtained from Vo,max = kVoj,max =

2nkVdc. Then, the proposed works in symmetric configura-

tion and generate higher voltage levels for k cascaded units

as NL = 4nk + 1.

Method 2 (Non-Uniform dc-Sources): The dc-source val-

ues of the n series h-cell for each individual units are uni-

form (have the same value) such that Vji = Vdc for unit

j and for all i = 1, · · · , n. However, it is not necessarily

that all k cascaded units have the same dc-source values.
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In other words, the cascaded topology operates in asymmetric

configuration and the output voltage and output levels are

determined separately for each unit as follows:

Unit 1: All the isolated dc-sources are set as equal magni-

tude V1i = Vdc where i = 1, · · · , n. The maximum output

voltage is obtained as Vo1,max = 2nVdc. The output voltage

levels are obtained in first unit as NL1 = 4n+ 1.

Unit k: The output voltage of the second unit is based on

the voltage levels generated in the first unit; it means that a

Vdc voltage is added into the output voltage of the first unit

and fed to the second unit which is followed in all the other

units. It follows that the maximum voltage and voltage levels

of the k th is deduced as follows

Vki = 2

k−1
∑

j=1

Vj,max + Vdc = (4n+ 1)k−1Vdc

Vok,max = 2n(4n+ 1)k−1Vdc

and NLk = 4n(4n + 1)k−1 + 1 for all i = 1, · · · , n, which

implies

Vo,max =

[

(4n+ 1)k − 1]

n

]

Vdc

This method can generate maximum voltage levels form the

proposed cascaded topology.

B. CALCULATION OF TOTAL STANDING VOLTAGE OF

h-TYPE CASCADED TOPOLOGY

The total standing voltage of the cascaded topology Σ sv is

sum of standing voltage of each extended topologies, which

is based on the magnitude of voltage sources, and the corre-

sponding switches connected to the sources. Consider Fig. 4,

the total standing voltage of the switches

Σ sv =

k
∑

j=1

[

Tpj + Tp′
j
+

n
∑

i=1

(

Tpji + Tp′
ji
+ Tsji + Ts′ji

)

]

where Tpj ,Tp′
j
, Tpji , Tp′

ji
, Tsji , and Ts′ji

represent the standing

voltage for switches Vpj ,Vp′
j
, Vpji , Vp′

ji
, Vsji , and Vs′ji

, respec-

tively. In general, for j cascaded unit, the standing voltage of

each switch can be evaluated as

Tpj = Tp′
j
= 2jVdc,

TSkn = T hCasS ′kn = T hCasP22n =
1

2
T hCasP′12n =

1

3
T hCasP′′k(2n−1)

=
1

4
T hCasP′k(2n−1) = (4n+ 1)kVdc.

The total standing voltage for k cascaded units is deduced

from summation of individual units standing voltage as given

equation.

V. COMPARISON OF PROPOSED CASCADED h-TYPE

TOPOLOGY AND OTHER TOPOLOGIES

The proposed topology is compared with various recent

topologies including symmetric [4]–[9], cascaded H-bridge

inverter, cascaded module type [15]–[18], t-type [19], [20]

and packedU cell [21]. Several important parameters are con-

sidered for this comparison such as number of voltage levels,

switches, sources and total standing voltage. The comparison

result of extended topology is listed in the Table 3 and the

cascaded topology is shown in graphical representation. The

calculated parameters are referred with number of basic units

in the presented topology in Table 3.

TABLE 3. Comparison results of Proposed extended topology and other
recent topologies.

FIGURE 5. (a) Comparison of voltage level and switches. (b) Comparison
of voltage level and dc-sources. (c) Comparison of voltage level and total
standing voltage.

Fig. 5.(a) shows the comparison of voltage levels and

required number of switches, the conventional CHB and

presented topology in [16] need higher number of switches

for same number of voltage levels. The recent topologies pre-

sented in [17], [18], [20], [21] use same number of switches

for any voltage levels generation. The topologies presented in

[7], [18] use equal number switch and gate driver circuit since

all switches are unidirectional switches, other topologies use

bidirectional switches which increase the number of IGBTs.

It is important to note, the topologies presented in [8] and

[18] required additional diodes in each unit which make

voltage spikes in the output waveform but it is not in the pro-

posed topology. However, the proposed h-topology generates
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a higher number of voltage levels with fewer switch count

than other topologies. In Fig. 5.(b), the presented topologies

in [14], [15], [17], [21] require equal number of dc-sources.

Even though, the proposed topologies in [18], [19] use asym-

metric values, the required number of dc-sources are high for

desired voltage levels generation than the proposed topology.

It is worth mentioning that the presented topology in [21] use

two dc-sources and boost capacitors for same voltage levels

generation of proposed topology which required additional

circuit for capacitor voltage balancing for each voltage levels

generation.

The voltage rating of the switch and cost of the inverter

depends on the voltage stress of switches. The presented

topologies in [7], [10], [13] need additional H bridge circuit

for polarity changing in each unit which result the increase

of total standing voltage and required high-voltage switches

of the inverter as shown in Fig. 5.(c). In [10], [16]–[18],

[20], [21] are packed U -cell type topologies which need two

high-voltage switches in each unit. However, the proposed

topology has a single high-voltage switches in each unit but

other topologies require minimum two switches which is

remarkable advantage of the proposed topology. In order to

clarify the cost value, the Table 4 compares the proposed and

other cascaded topologies [5]–[21]. The cost function is based

on the number of power components and standing voltage on

the switches. In addition, cost factor (α = 0.5 or α = 1) and

standing voltage are major role, which are multiplied with the

standing voltage (TBVp.u.) and total number of components

accordingly. In Table 5, 9L nine level inverters are considered

but the cascaded topologies presented in [10], [11] does not

generate exact 9L, therefore closes to 9L output is considered

and compared.

TABLE 4. Comparison results of proposed Cascaded topology and other
recent topologies.

The topologies presented in [20], [21] have equal standing

voltage with proposed topology but the cost function is high

compared proposed topology due to increase of gate driver

circuit and dc-sources. Considering CHB, the proposed topol-

ogy has higher standing voltage but the proposed topology

have cost function is low since the CHB require increased

TABLE 5. Cost based comparison of proposed and recent multilevel
inverter topologies.

number of components and given by

CF =
(

NSW + ND + NGD + NC + αTBVp.u
)

Nsource

where CFstands for cost function.
1

FIGURE 6. Experimental diagram of the proposed 9L inverter.

VI. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The performance of proposed h-type topology is analysed

with 9L nine level prototype inverter as shown in Fig. 6.

In order to generate output voltage levels, two h-cells are

connected in series with four dc-sourcesV1 and V2 with equal

magnitude of 30V . These two cells can generate the possible

voltage levels as 0, ±30V , ±60V , ±90V , ±120V in the out-

put. The simulation results are obtained through MATLAB/

Simulink software. The Nearest Level Control (NLC) is

employed as modulation technique for gate pulse generation

to each switch and the voltage and current waveform is cap-

tured in Fig. 7.(a). It can be observed from the Fig.7.(b) & (c),

the maximum output voltage is obtained as 120 V and the

corresponding THD is 9.33% respectively. The load current is

observed as 3.7A for the given resistive inductive (RL) value

as R = 30� and L = 40mH . This R-L load considerably

reduces the current harmonics as 1.33% since it act as low

pass filter circuit in the output circuit as shown in Fig. 7. (b).

The standing voltage on the switches P11 = 120V , P′
11 =

90V , P′ = 60V , S11 = 30V and S ′
12 = 30V are shown

1∗k- number of cascaded unit, n-number of basic unit
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FIGURE 7. Simulation results of the proposed 9L inverter for R = 30 �, L = 40mH . a) Output voltage waveform with FFT spectrum, b) Output Current
with FFT spectrum and (c) blocking voltage on switches P2, S3, S1, S6, S4.

in Fig. 7.(c). In this, complementary switches P and P’ with-

stand same magnitude of voltage. However, the switches in

the first leg P11 and P′
11 withstand the maximum voltage

as 120V , 90V respectively, switch P12 capable to withstand

60V , and other switches create standing voltage as 30V . It is

clear evident, the switch S ′
11 alone withstands high-voltage in

the inverter, which results that the proposed h-type topology

is suitable for the high-voltage application.

An experimental model is developed for the circuit as

depicted in Fig. 6. The switch is IRF450 IGBT and driver

circuits is TLP250 up to 1200V is used. The dead time is

generated as 4s with RC circuit to prevent the short circuit

when the switching transition of complementary switches.

The R−L load value is assumed as same value of simulation

as R = 30� and L = 40mH and the rest of the parameters are

given in Table 6. The output voltage and current for this load

value is 120V and 3.7A respectively as shown in Fig. 8.(a).

The prototype model of proposed h-type inverter is shown

in Fig. 10.

The dynamic performance of the proposed topology is

tested with sudden variation in load values; it is shown in the

Fig. 8.(b)-(f). In Fig. 8.(b), the sudden load change is captured

TABLE 6. The details of simulation and experimental parameters.

between the resistance value is (50 − 30)� and inductance

values is (40 − 60)mH . The current value is increased from

2.2A to 3.7A and then the current value reaches to zero in zero

load condition in Fig.8.(c) and the current value is increased

from zero to 2.2A, but the voltage is remains constant as

shown in Fig. 8.(d). This gradual current variation and the
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FIGURE 8. Experimental results of Output voltage and current waveform
for proposed 9L inverter (a) at load 30�-40mH, dynamic load changes
(b) from 50�-60mH to 30�-40mH, (c) from 30�-40mH to no-load
(d) from no-load to 50�-60mH and modulation index variations (e) from
0.4 to 0.6 and (f) from 0.6 to 1.0.

FIGURE 9. PCond ,T , PCond ,D, PSw,T , and PSw,D (a) at 0.5kW (b) at 1.0kW,
(c) at 1.5kW\ (d) at 2.5kW (e) at 5.5kW and (f) Power Efficiency and Loss.

constant output voltage is based on the load changes, which

indicates the dynamic performance of the proposed topology.

Another analysis of the proposed topology is carried out with

the different modulation index. The modulation index is ratio

between the amplitude of modulation signal and carrier signal

which is considered within (0−1). Fig.8.(e) gives the voltage

and current waveform for the modulation index is 0.4 and

it show the level transition from three levels to five levels.

Then, the Fig. 8.(f) shows the voltage levels variation from

FIGURE 10. Experimental Setup.

5L five level to 9L nine level for modulation index 0.6 to 1.0.

As can be seen from Table 6, the output power and efficiency

is obtained for the proposed topology is 133.64W and 98.8%

respectively.

To investigate the performance of the h-type MLI, power

loss analysis is carried for various power ratings such as

0.5kW , 1.0kW , 1.5kW , 2.5kW and 5.0kW of the load as

shown Fig. 9.(a)-(e). The results of these power loss and

efficiency is plotted in Fig. 9.(f). The maximum efficiency

of the proposed inverter is obtained as 98.8% with reduced

losses.

VII. CONCLUSION

The proposed topology used lower number of power electron-

ics components and reduced dc-sources. Further, the max-

imum voltage stress on the switch is reduced to 4Vdc for

any number of voltage levels in symmetric configuration

which is more suitable for medium voltage applications. The

simulated and experimental results are presented for vari-

ous load values. The sudden load changes and modulation

index variations are applied to the proposed topology and

it corresponding results are given. Further, the power loss

and efficiency of propose topology presented for various load

power. It is confirming that the proposed topology is more

suitable various load changing applications like AC drives,

grid connected PV system etc.
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